Room 5 have fun at Camp Getaway 2013
Our first stop was Kyneton Botanic Gardens. Wasn't as cold as last year!
The gardens were full of beautiful Autumn colours.
Rebecca was heading off to explore the gardens.
Simon and Riley got out among the Autumn leaves.
Then more driving before we got to camp.
......and driving......
...and driving......
.....till we finally arrived at Camp Getaway.
Our first night was settling in and enjoying the open fire.
Zara enjoyed the apple crumble and cream.
Day Two and we headed off to Castlemaine to catch the steam train to Maldon.
At Castlemaine we hopped on a steam train and travelled to Maldon.
On the train we were told we could travel First Class. Soon discovered we were actually travelling in the guards van!
At least we got to see out the doors.
At Maldon we found a nice coffee shop courtyard to eat lunch in.....and have a coffee.
We had lunch under the pomegranate tree.
Unusual place for Simon to have his wheelchair wheel!!!
It fell off when we got off the train in Maldon.
Tonight we cooked marshmallows on the open fire.
Today we went to St. Francis of The Fields school to see their farm animals.

Zara coming out of the laying shed.

Molly got lost in the sheep pen.

Rebecca feeding the pigs.
This is Kate who teaches at the school.

There were cows around here somewhere!
Back on the bus......and heading in to Bendigo to have lunch at Lake Weeroona.
Do you think anyone will notice if I quietly roll away?
Magpie hiding behind the bush......BIG magpie hiding behind the bush!
Today we packed our bags, said goodbye to Ken and Garth and headed back to school.

We had a great time at Camp Getaway!!!